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Abstract—The CABRI facility is an experimental nu-
clear reactor of the French Atomic Energy Commission
(CEA) designed to study the behaviour of fuel rods
at high burnup under Reactivity Intitiated Accident
(R.I.A.) conditions such as the scenario of a control rod
ejection. During the experimental phase, the behaviour
of the fuel element generates acoustic waves which
can be detected by two microphones placed upstream
and downstream from the test device. Studies carried
out on the last fourteen tests showed the interest in
carrying out temporal and spectral analyses on these
signals by showing the existence of signatures which
can be correlated with physical phenomena. We want
presently to return to this rich data in order to have a
new point of view by applying modern signal processing
methods. Such an antecedent works resumption leads
to some difficulties. Although all the raw data are
accessible in the form of text files, analyses and graphics
representations were not clear in reproducing from the
former studies since the people who were in charge of
the original work have left the laboratory and it is not
easy when time passes, even with our own work, to
be able to remember the steps of data manipulations
and the exact setup. Thus we decided to consolidate
the availability of the data and its manipulation in
order to provide a robust data processing workflow to
the experimentalists before doing any further investi-
gations. To tackle this issue of strong links between
data, treatments and the generation of documents,
we adopted a Reproducible Research paradigm. We
shall first present the tools chosen in our laboratory
to implement this workflow and, then we shall describe
the global perception carried out to continue the study
of the Acoustic Emission signals recorded by the two
microphones during the last fourteen CABRI R.I.A.
tests.

Index Terms—Reproducible Research, R language,
Acoustic Emission, CABRI R.I.A. tests

I. Introduction

THE CABRI facility is an French experimental nuclear
reactor located at the Cadarache Research Centre in

southern France. CABRI is made up of an experimental
loop specially designed (see figure 1):

• to receive the instrumented test device housing the
fuel rod to be tested in the centre of the driver
core. This device also includes the instrumentation
to control the experiment and to characterize the
behaviour of the fuel rod during the power transient,

• to cool the experimental fuel rod in the required
thermal-hydraulic conditions.

The LPRE laboratory of the CEA is in charge of the
preparation and performance of the tests. Early after a
test, its responsibilities also include a preliminary inter-
pretation of the experimental data from signals obtained
by many sensors placed within the experimental cell.

1- Core water storage 
2- Pump 
3- Core water loop 
4- experimental 
channel 
5- Core 
6- Rupture disk 
 7- pressurized loop 
8- Filter 
9- Containment wessel  
10- Draining tank 
11- Test train host 
12- Hodoscope 

Figure 1: Experimental pressurized water loop (155 bar,
300◦C) with the test device

In this article, We shall focus in the article only on
microphone signals placed upstream and downstream from
the test device. The main phenomenon to be tracked is the
fuel rod failure. It is our ambition to return to the data
of the last fourteen tests, carried out from the year 1993
to 2002, in order to highlight specific events which would
have been precursors of the rod failure. We therefore had
to face a classic problem for experimentalists managing
large data sets. People who did the work left the laboratory
and in spite of technical notes it is not easy to answer the
following questions:

1) Choice of the raw experimental data among all the
files acquired for every experiment,

2) Data cleaning (digitizing date correction, up-
sampling, not identical sensors names along the
years...),

3) Method to detecting abrupt changes in the micro-
phone signals to generate events,
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4) Parameter settings for treatments on the data and
graphic representations of the results,

5) Control of the global coherence of the process.
Moreover, the difficulty in applying this process is that,
in real life, it never flows smoothly from data collection
to conclusions. We must repeat many parts of the break-
down discovering problems with the data, find the right
adjustment of parameters to recover the old results and
then finally apply new data analysis methodologies which
may make a better use of the data. In fact, the important
principle in our case, and generally in data processing, is
iteration. We discovered there was a way to run it using the
Literate Programming paradigm. Introduced for writing
good software documentation with its maintenance as time
passes, it is really worth exploring this orientation to work
in data processing. The object of the work presented in this
article is to demonstrate how we put this iteration princi-
ple in action in our laboratory. We shall first present the
principle of the Literate Programming, then the software
tools chosen to implement this workflow, and finally we
shall describe the global perception carried out to continue
the study of the Acoustic Emission signals recorded by the
two microphones during the last fourteen CABRI R.I.A.
tests.

II. Literate Programming
A. General description

The idea comes from computer science. “Literate Pro-
gramming” is a programming methodology devised by
Knuth [1]. The aim was to create significantly better
documentation of programs and also to provide a realistic
means to help the programmers keep the documentation
up to date according to the code evolution given the fact
that the code and the documentation would be embedded
in the same file. In fact, Knuth explains that rather than
considering a program to be a set of instructions to a
computer that includes comments to the reader, it should
be seen as an explanation to a human with a corresponding
code. Two processors called “tangle” and “weave” allow
us to convert the original source document into an ex-
ecutable program and into a publishable document in
high quality, respectively (i.e. with a table of contents,
references, algorithms, figures etc...), the typesetting being
managed by the TEX/LATEX langage [2]. The first Literate
Programming environment called WEB [3] was designed
by Knuth. There were then many other tools, often tied to
a specific programming language, not always easy to learn.
A simplified approach, called "noweb", was then proposed
by Ramsey [4]. This solution requires the use of only one
file with a minimum syntax to be learned. We shall now
describe this way to process.

B. The noweb solution
A noweb file is a text file containing "code delim-

iters" called chunks which separate code instructions from
the documentation. Each code chunk begins with <<
chunk name >>= on a line by itself and we have to

give it a name. Each documentation chunk begins with
a line that starts with an @ on a line by itself also,
without name. Chunks are terminated implicitly by the
beginning of another chunk or by the end of the file.
The documentation chunks contain text written in LATEX.
The Literate Programming tools help the user extract the
code from the code chunks in order to compile, execute
it and construct the documentation by extracting the
LATEX instructions from the documentation chunks. The
supported langages depend on the Literate Programming
tool used.

C. The R Language
In our laboratory, we have been working for some

years with the free powerfull software R [5] for data
manipulation and calculation. This software proposes an
implementation of the noweb approach described in the
previous section for doing Literate Programming. R has
two special functions, Sweave [6] and knit [7] to process the
noweb file where the text of a document is "woven" with
the code written to perform calculations and produce the
figures, the tables presenting the results. The processed
file is another text file containing the LATEX instructions
of the documentation chunks and where the code chunks
have been replaced by the results of their evaluation.

III. setting up the Laboratory notebook
We give the software chosen to work in our laboratory.

A. Editor
At the beginning of our approach, we worked with

Tinn-R [8]. It is a very nice editor, easy to use and very
efficient for using with the R and LATEX languages. More
recently, appeared RStudio [9] which is a powerful IDE1

dedicated to R. With skill, we may prefer to use Emacs [10]
with the add-on package ESS (Emacs Speak Statistics).
The package is designed to support editing of scripts and
interaction with various statistical analysis programs such
as R. Although the learning curve is not steep, emacs is
a text editor with lots of great features very convenient
when one knows how to use them in the everyday life
manipulating data.

B. Data Manipulation
As we already stated, we mainly use the R language

but we also use the python and octave languages as well
as the very convenient unix command, awk which are also
supported by the knit function.

C. Data Storage
We decided to manage the detected events with the

DBMS2 PostegreSQL. It has the advantage of being very
well interfaced with the R Language.

1Integrated Development Environment
2DataBase Management System
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D. Versioning

We track the different versions of some files with the git
software [11]. The type of files under versioning can vary
a lot, from the quality insurance header of the laboratory
technical report, the bibliography or even the mock data
for testing code. Git was chosen due to the fact that it is
not necessary to set a server as svn software for example
to use it, so it is more convenient to use for a small team
as ours.

IV. Data resumptions

Before doing further investigation on Acoustic Emission
Signal, it has been necessary to search for the raw data
and reconstruct the process to find the old results. Some
amount of data manipulation before analysis is possible.
Herein, we give the different steps of the process the exper-
imentalists have to manage. It must be understood that
minimum skills in different technical fields are required in
order to be able to do the job. All people who are actually
faced with data processing will recognize the tasks that we
list herein but we think that it is useful to recall them in
order to insist on the opportunity offered by the Literate
Programming framework to track this complex process.

A. Obtaining Data

This step is very important for the fact to trust the
quality of raw data spurs working for further investigation.
Data came from multiple sources as several text files with
specific formats, binary files, Relational Database, MS
Excel. We have to follow for the variety of syntax used.

B. Cleanning Data

Here are some examples we encountered:
• The most basic operation consisted in making sure

that files are readable stripping irrelevant characters
introduced for example by the use of different Oper-
ating System or encoding system,

• There is also some trouble linked to the way of
working: the labels used to name the same physical
quantity across time can be different,

• In spite of all the precautions, there is always missing
data we have to deal with,

• the microphone signals were recorded with an ana-
logic Ampex system. Hence, we had to digitize the
magnetic tapes for working on computer. This opera-
tion introduced erroneous date in the numerical files
: data were indexed with the date of the digitization
and not with the date of the test,

• The digital acquisition systems acquired the signals
for flowmeters and pressure transducers with a lower
sample rate than for the microphones. In the objective
to do crossed comparisons these signals required an
upsampling,

• Once all the dates were correct, we had to shift the
values according to the definition of the TOP3 for
every test.

After editing all available data, we have to parse them
into an usable format to begin the analysis.

C. Overview to control the coherence
It is well known that we can have a lot of information

only in observing data. And when we are able to work
with a lot of data at the same time, it is powerfull to
control the whole coherence apprehending available data
for every test. With a language such as R, we easily
superpose quantities as the experimental core power for
every test (see figure 2). Graphics such as those of figure 3
and 4 are more powerful. On one diagram, the noise of
every microphone given the test (see figure 3) is shown.
The identical y-scale for all the diagrams yields important
information about the acquisition system. Two tests ap-
peared having a background noise with a high level. The
work on dates can be controled thanks to a whole vision as
in figure 4 juxtaposing available microphone values with
the core power of every test.
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Figure 2: Core power for the studied CABRI tests

The operations described so far are time consuming and
often boring. Thus, already at the beginning of the work, it
is preferable to be familiar with a programming scripting
language to perform the different tasks which can be rerun
and then useful to make the data consistent.

D. Creation of a catalogue of events
This step consists in proposing a global view of what

happened during every test to the reader through the
perception of the microphones. We had to manage:

1) The detection of events according to the signal-to-
noise ratio,

3The TOP is the instant chosen by experimentalists to be the
reference of the beginning of the test
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Figure 3: Noise signal on the two microphones for every
studied test

Figure 4: Core power and microphone signal available for
every studied CABRI test

2) The storage of the events in a Relational Database,
3) The extraction of the events to propose an visualiza-

tion.
To detect an event, we used a sequential analysis tech-

nique based on the moving variance of the signal. To
decide the beginning and the end of an event we define
a threshold from a learning set of values characteristic of
the background noise (see figure 5). The algorithm is a
little more complicated since we have to take into account
the two microphones in the same time for the choice of
the values t1 and t2. After detection, we store the values
of the two microphones and the values4 of two types of
flowmeters and pressure transducers. Finally, an event is
defined by the signals of eight physical quantities.

There are presently stored in the database around one
hundred events detected over the fourteen tests. The

4As the microphones, the flometers and the pressure transducers
are placed downstream and upstream from the test cell.
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Figure 5: Methodology used for the detection of an event

graphs of all events are inserted in the final report (see
figure 6 for the visualization of the event used to illustrate
the detection methodology).

Figure 6: Every event is caracterized by signal of several
sensors

E. Pre-analysis
Once we completed the cleaning and the visualization of

the data, we did the pre-analysis of the data which corre-
sponds in fact to finding once again the results presented
in the old technical report. This work consists in doing
a descriptive analysis of the signals both in the time and
frequency fields. Every event, we associated on the same
graph (see figure 7):
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• The value in time of the two microphones, the pres-
sure transducers and the flowmeters,

• The autocorrelation fonction,
• The partial autocorrelation function,
• The smoothed periodogram,
• The raw spectrum,
• The short-time Fourier Transformation.

Figure 7: Time and spectral analysis for every event

Some specific signatures can be highlighted. That is the
case for the events pertaining to the test shutdowns as
shown on the short-time Fourier Transform in the bottom
left corner of the figure 7. All these graphs are included
in the final report. Here again, the Literate Programming
offers a means to track the process precisely since we
can keep the information about the methodology used to
do the smoothing of the periodogram and the choice of
parameters.

F. Statistical model
This section is about statistical modeling. This is the

first time we have performed this task on our data. It is in
fact the beggining of our ambition to carry out further
investigations about the understanding of the physical
phenomena appearing during the transient. For the mo-
ment, the analysis has to be considered always as a part
of tools to look at the data in order to have a better
comprehension of our events.

So far, we observed the events only in the spectral do-
main. Each of them is manipulated through its smoothed
periodogram [12]. This one is divided in several bins
as shown in figure 8 to create a vector with as many
coordinates as number of bins. The figure 8 is an example
with fifty bins but we took one thousand bins on the real
data. Then, we performed a Correspondence Analysis [13]

to perform a dimensionality reduction. In term of vari-
ability, this methodology allows us to define several new
vectors, called factors, which retain a large part of the
total variance from the initial space composed by the one
thousand dimensions. In our case, we can work with ten
factors to represent around eigthy percent of the total
variance.

frequency
V

2
H
z

Every event is represented by a histrogram
50 classes for the plot, 1000 for the actual data

Figure 8: Methodology used for the detection of an event

Then, a hierarchical clusthering [14] on these selected
factors allows us to highlight twelve classes (see figure 9)
typifying the shapes of periodograms (see figure 10).
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Figure 9: The dendrogram

At this step, it would be possible to try to answer some
questions such as, for example: "is there a relationship
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between the core power average during an event and its
frequency distribution". We begin to create a dependent
variable, that is to say a vector whose coordinates are the
calculation of the core power mean value for each event
(see red line in figure 11a). And we do a multiple linear
regression, the independent variables being the selected
factors 11b.

The previous analysis concluded that there is no sta-
tistical relationship. In fact, there are some troubles in
our data. For some classes, periodogram shapes point out
the fact that we should have taken into account the low
frequencies of the background noise for some tests (see
figure 10 in the top left corner). Also, it would be better
to work on the energy average instead of working on the
core power average. In fact we must continue to prepare

Figure 10: The different shapes of periodograms

(a) Creation of the independent
variable

(b) Multiple linear model

Figure 11: Questionning a linear relationship between the
spectral contents and the average of the core power for
each event

the data and then we enter into the cycle of iteration.

V. Iteration
There are many reasons why we are obliged to return

on the data processing:
• The initial raw data can change. During the data

processing, we have to do physical assumptions which
may be wrong,

• Change in the choices of the delay for dates in updat-
ing,

• The abrupt changes detection algorithm can be im-
proved, creating different events which would have a
stronger physical meaning,

• According to the modifications of the previous steps,
we must be able to empty and populate the database
with the new ones,

• The parameters can be set according to different
points of view leading to a trade-off,

• The background noise was not taken into account.
Using scripting languages rather than point-and-click to

prepare the data and generate the final report, reconstruc-
tion of results will then take only a few minutes. At every
iteration, the coherence can be checked easily thanks to
the global vision.

As explained in § II-B, all the tasks listed so far are
placed in code chunks of the noweb file. But some of them
can be time-consuming and we don’t want to repeat these
tasks at every rerun. This situation is taken into account
through the possibility of setting up options for every code
chunk. Thus, when evaluating code chunks, we are able not
to include some chunks in the global evaluation keeping
the results of the previous runs. In order to give an idea
of how it actually works, we propose a small example in
the next section.

VI. A small example
We can see on the left side of the figure 12 the contents

of a real noweb file which gives after compilation the
document shown on the right part. The lines with yellow
background mark the beginning of a code chunk. Every
code chunk has a name. The @ lines with blue background
mark the end of a code chunk and the beginning of a doc-
umentation chunk. There is no name for a documentation
chunk. We can easily associate the results of the right part
with the chunk of the left side. In the chunk "SQL-essais"
we first make a request in the Database and then create
the table. In the chunk "event-obtain", we access the data
relative to event number 101 and we visualize it in the
chunk "event-view". In the chunk "analysis", we do the
smoothed periodogram calculation. We see that to make
the events comparable we chose the spans proportional
to the number of samples, thus resolution is identical for
all events. In the header of a code chunk, with its name,
we can add options as in the chunk "analysis" where we
indicate the captions and the size of the figures. If we don’t
want to evaluate this chunk at the next run, all we have
to do is add an option as «analysis, eval=FALSE». This
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approach is very flexible and it becomes easy to manage
data processing from one file.

VII. Conclusion
The object of the work presented in this article was

to put into action the strong links between the data,
treatments and generation of the final technical report.
According to the philosophy of the Literate Programming,
the text of the technical document is mixed with the
computer code that produces all the printed output such
as tables, graphs for the study thereby eliminating the
unrealistic point-and-click tasks. This difficulty is not
specific to the nuclear field. For many years, researchers
have worked out solutions to this mundane issue and
presently, new technologies and high-level programming
languages offer us actual answers. Applying this paradigm
by ourself on our experimental data as explained, we can
now say that Literate Programming can indeed become a
reality. We have sought to make this article a teaser for
experimentalists in encouraging them not to be afraid by
the data driven analysis. From this work, we hope next
time to be able to deduce interesting physical results.
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Figure 12: Contents of the noweb file illustration-LP.nrw on the left side and the result of the compilation on the right
side, that is to say the file illustration-LP.pdf


